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Abstract—The risk of side effects from thrombolytic agents can
be minimized by using smaller doses, assisted by mechanical rub-
bing against blood clots using helical robots. Quantifying this
observation, we study the influence of rubbing against clots on their
removal rate in vitro. First, we present a hydrodynamic model of
the helical robot based on the resistive-force theory to investigate
the rubbing behavior of the clots using robot driven by two rotat-
ing dipole fields. Second, we experimentally evaluate the influence
of the rubbing on the removal rate of the blood clots. Not only
do we find that the removal rate of mechanical rubbing (−0.56
± 0.27 mm3 /min) is approximately three times greater than the
dissolution rate of chemical lysis using streptokinase (−0.17 ±
0.032 mm3 /min), but we also show that this removal rate can be
controlled via the rubbing speed of the robot.

Index Terms—Blood clot, chemical lysis, contact modeling,
control, fretting, helical robot, magnetic, medical, RFT.

I. INTRODUCTION

OVER the past decade, external actuation of man-made
robots at the nano- and micro-scales have shown potential

to revolutionize medicine and technology [1]–[3]. It is possible
to direct and/or drive these robots via the action of a magnetic
field without the need of onboard power supply and onboard
control system. At this scale, the domination of the viscous
forces suppresses the hydrodynamic inertial forces which ne-
cessitates nonreciprocal periodic changes in the shape of the
robot to break time-reversal symmetry [4]. Helical propulsion
has long been employed to break time-reversal symmetry and
provide locomotion [5], [6] in low-Reynolds number fluids and
to drill through tissue [7], [8] via the action of a uniform or a
non-uniform rotating magnetic field. The versatility of helical
propulsion (and magnetic actuation in general) has proven to
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Fig. 1. A permanent magnet-based actuation system with a helical tail-
based magnetic robot is used to generate rotating magnetic fields and achieve
mechanical rubbing of blood clots. (a) The clot is contained inside a catheter
segment and positioned between two rotating permanent magnets. (b) Scanning
electron microscopy image of a helical robot shows its helical tail and magnetic
head. (c and d) Experiments are conducted on two groups, i.e., chemical lysis
using streptokinase and pure rubbing against the clot. (e) The robot rotates at
frequency Ωx , and δb c represents the incremental change in the volume of
the clot. nt ,y (t) and nt ,z (t) are the components of the surface normal at the
rotating tip of the tail in the frame of the robot. nt ,x (t) indicates the direction
of rubbing against the clot.

be useful in a wide range of nanotechnology and biomedical
applications [1].

Locomotion in three-dimensional space [9], high-precision
transportation and carrying cargos [10], microassembly [11],
targeting and transportation of biological cells [12], propulsion
of nanomotors inside HeLa cervical cancer cells [13], and in
vitro targeted drug delivery [14] have been demonstrated us-
ing the mentioned approach. Very recently, Servant et al. [15]
have achieved magnetically controlled navigation of a swarm
of artificial bacterial flagella in the peritoneal cavity of a mouse
in vivo. Medina-Sánchez et al. have used helical propulsion to
assist immotile sperm cells to achieve in vitro fertilization [16].
In addition, Ullrich et al. have investigated the swimming per-
formance of helical robots in fibrous environments with various
collagen fibre concentrations [17]. It follows from the men-
tioned proof-of-concept studies that several research groups are
exerting expanded efforts to operate robots inside in vivo en-
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vironments for biomedical applications. In this work, we ex-
pand on our previous proof-of-concept study [18] and achieve
the following: (1) Modeling of the fretting behaviour due to
rubbing against the blood clots using helical robots. (2) Rub-
bing of the clots in vitro and characterization of the optimal
rubbing frequency. (3) Comparative study between chemical
lysis using a thrombolytic agent and mechanical rubbing with
the robot. First, the motion of the robot under the influence of
two synchronized rotating magnetic fields is studied by devel-
oping a hydrodynamic model based on resistive-force theory
(RFT). This model describes the locomotion of the robot in
low-Reynolds number and the rubbing behaviour against clots
inside catheter segments, as shown in Fig. 1. Second, we control
the motion of the robot inside the segments towards clots and
compare the removal rate of the rubbing to dissolution rate of
lysis using a thrombolytic agent (streptokinase), and investigate
the optimal rubbing frequency to achieve maximum removal
rate of the clot. The remainder of this letter is organized as fol-
lows: Section II provides modeling of the propulsion and the
rubbing behaviour against clot. The influence of the lysis and
rubbing on the removal of clots is experimentally investigated in
Section III. Finally, Section IV concludes and provides direc-
tions for future work.

II. RUBBING AGAINST BLOOD CLOTS

The actuation mechanism of the helical robots is based on
two rotating permanent magnets placed parallel to a cylindrical
catheter segment (Fig. 2) [19]. This segment contains the robot,
and is filled with a medium (phosphate buffered saline) with
higher viscosity than blood to approach the low-Reynolds num-
bers (<10−2) achieved by microrobots. We calculate the corre-
sponding field and field gradient based on the analysis presented
in [20] and [21], and formulate scalar potential for the rotating
cylindrical magnets, Φm(r, θ, z). Using the assumptions of az-
imuthal symmetry, i.e., θ = 0, and uniform polarization with
respect to radial position, the potential is approximated at the
robot position (r) as follows:

Φm(r, θ, z) =
1
4π

∫
V

∇ · M
| r − ρ |dV, (1)

where M is the magnetization vector of the permanent magnet,
ρ is a position vector to be integrated over the volume of the per-
manent magnet, and dV signifies the infinitesimal increment in
the volume. The gradient of Φm(r, θ, z) provides the following
magnetic field density (B):

B = −μ0∇Φm(r, θ, z), (2)

where μ0 is the permeability of free space. Once the magnetic
field (B) is calculated for the two permanent magnets, the mag-
netic force (Fm ) and magnetic torque (Tm ) exerted on the robot
are calculated using(

Fm

Tm

)
=

(
(m · ∇)(R1B1 + R2B2)

m × (R1B1 + R2B2)

)
. (3)

In (3), m is the total magnetization vector of the robot, and
R1 and R2 are the rotation matrices from frames of the first

Fig. 2. The helical robot (inset) is contained inside a catheter (diameter Dch )
segment between two rotating permanent magnets (magnetization M). Rotation
of the permanent magnets generates a rotating field (B) that exerts a magnetic
torque on the dipole of the robot (m). The robot consists of a cylindrical NdFeB
magnet with diameter rx , hight ry z , and tail length l.

and second permanent magnets to the frame of the robot, re-
spectively. Further, B1 and B2 are the magnetic fields of the
first and second permanent magnets, respectively. The config-
uration of the rotating permanent magnets (Fig. 2) enables us
to apply pure magnetic torque on the robot (when the robot
is located at the common centers of the rotating permanent
magnets along x-axis) [19]. Any deviation in the position of
the robot along x-axis will result in a magnetic force that will
contribute to the propulsion force. We calculate the Reynolds
number as Re = ρ|v |L

μ = 0.089, where ρ is the density of the
fluid (995 kg.m−3), v is the velocity of the robot before rubbing
(20 × 10−3 m.s−1) and L is its length (4 × 10−3 m), and μ is
the dynamic viscosity of the fluid (0.8882 Pa.s). The calculated
Reynolds number represents an upper-limit since the speed of
the robot during rubbing is on the order of O(10−4) m.s−1 . This
speed results in a Reynolds number of 0.004. Therefore, motion
of the robot is governed by(

Fm + Fg + Fd + Fc + Ff

Tm + Tg + Td + Tc + Tf

)
= 0, (4)

where Fd and Td denote the viscous drag force and torque
vectors, respectively. Ff and Tf are the fretting force and fretting
torque due to the rubbing action between the robot and the clot
[as shown in Fig. 1(c)], respectively. Fc and Tc denote the
reaction force and torque when the head or the tail of the robot
are in contact with the channel boundary. Further, Fg and Tg
are the force and torque exerted on the robot due to gravity, and
are given by (

Fg

Tg

)
=

(
V (ρr − ρf )RT

Labg

(rcov − rcom) × Fg

)
, (5)

where g is a vector signifying gravitational attraction and RLab
is the time-dependent rotation matrix between the robot and
a fixed frame of reference. ρr and ρf are the density of the
robot and density of the medium, respectively. Further, rcov
and rcom are the center of volume and center of mass of the
robot, respectively. The viscous drag on the magnetic robot is
calculated based on RFT, by incorporating the wall effects on
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the tail and head [22], [23], and the complex hydrodynamic
interactions [24] as:(

Fd

Td

)
=

(∫
l

[
RCRT −RCRTS

SRCRT −SRCRTS

]
dl

+

[
RchDRT

ch −RchDRT
chS

SRchDRT
ch E

])(
U + Uch

Ω

)
,

(6)

where l is the length of the tail. U and Ω are the rigid-body
linear and angular swimming velocity vectors of the robot, re-
spectively. Uch is the flow vector inside the channel and R is
the rotation matrix between local Frenet-Serret frames and the
reference frame of the robot. In addition, Rch is a projection ma-
trix of the cylindrical coordinates of the channel to the Cartesian
coordinates residing on the center of mass of the robot, and S
signifies local cross products. The hydrodynamic forces, i.e.,
propulsive and resistive drag acting on the moving surfaces, are
given by the resistance matrices, C, D, and E. Matrix C is cal-
culated for the tail as, C = diag (ct , cn , cb), where ct , cn , and
cb are the local resistance coefficients along the Frenet-Serret
frames of the tail and are articulated in [22]. Matrix D provides
the fluid resistance coefficients of the magnetic head for the
translational rigid-body motion as follows:

D =

⎛
⎜⎝

ΥxDx 0 0

0 ΥrθDr cosφ ΥrθDr sinφ

0 ΥrθDθ sinφ ΥrθDθ cosφ

⎞
⎟⎠. (7)

Here Dx , Dr , and Dθ are provided in [23] using lubrication
theory, and the complex hydrodynamic interaction terms, i.e.,
Υx , Υrθ , and φ, are articulated in [24]. These coefficients are
used to predict the hydrodynamic interaction between moving
and stationary surfaces. Finally, E provides the fluid resistance
coefficients of the head for the rotational rigid-body motion as
follows:

E = −diag
(
8ζxπμrxr2

yz , 8ζyπμrxr
2
yz , 8ζzπμrxr

2
yz

)
, (8)

where μ is the dynamic viscosity of the medium, and rx and ryz
are the radius of the magnetic head and its hight, respectively.
Further, ζi , for i = x, y, z, are numerical tuning coefficients to
compensate for geometric aberrations. Fig. 3 provides the drag
forces and torques exerted on the head and tail of the robot. The
total drag force on head and tail, along x-axis, cancel each other
during free swimming as there is no other significant force along
x-axis. On the other hand, the drag torque on the head and tail,
along x-axis, do not balance each other because of the presence
of magnetic torque. Similarly, one can deduce the importance
of other physical stimuli by inspecting the pure drag force and
drag torque balance on all axes. The wall contact is given by a
series of equations based on a penalty method for the following
hypothetical scenario [25]:

(
Fc
Tc

)
=

⎛
⎜⎝
(
k

{
δ, if δ ≤ 0

0, δ > 0
+ b

{
dδ
dt , if dδ

dt > 0

0, dδ
dt ≤ 0

)
nc

rc × Fc

⎞
⎟⎠,
(9)

Fig. 3. Simulation results of the drag forces and torques (using (6)) exerted
on the head and the helical tail of the robot, at frequency of 35 Hz.

where δ is the penetration depth along the radial direction, w is
a weighing function to enable the realization of an over-damped
system condition to prevent oscillations (0 ≤ w ≤ 1). Further,
nc is the surface normal of the channel wall at the point of
contact, and rc is the position vector of the contact point on the
surface of the magnetic robot. In (9), k and b are given by

k =
w | Fc |

δ
and b =

(1 − w) | Fc |
| dδdt |

. (10)

Furthermore, (10) includes the reaction force of the channel
walls using a spring-damper model, and allows damping ef-
fect only for positive velocities, while avoiding sticky surface
condition for negative velocities and non-zero δ larger than a
predefined value of δ ≥ 10−6ryz . | Fc | is calculated by adding
the hydrodynamic, magnetic, and forces due to gravity along
the surface normal on the wall at the point of contact [25],
and by solving (4). In order to obtain the velocities and the
position vector relative to a fixed frame of reference we use,[
ULab ΩLab

]T = RLab
[
U Ω

]T
. The rotation matrix RLab

is obtained by quaternion calculations [28] as the robot expe-
riences complex rigid-body rotations. Position vector along the
cylindrical channel and rigid-body rotation matrix (RLab) are
obtained by simple Forward-Euler integration over time.

From this point onwards we focus on the fretting force and
torque using conservation of energy and momentum. The rub-
bing against [Fig. 1(e)] the blood clot, δbc , is calculated based
on torque equilibrium between the fretting torque and the differ-
ence between external magnetic torque and drag torque exerted
on the helical robot using dimensional analysis. The fretting of
material in volume requires certain amount of power which is
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Fig. 4. Rubbing behavior of a helical robot against a blood clot for t ∈ [0, 8]. (a) The evolution of the position of the robot is plotted at equal time intervals
over 75 cycles. (b) The robot drifts towards the channel wall while rubbing against the clot. The blue circle represents the inner-diameter of the catheter segment,
whereas the red circle represents a position limit on the robot. (c) Motion of the robot along x-axis is constrained by the clot during rubbing, whereas oscillations
are observed along y- and z-axis. The removal rate of clot in this simulation is −0.834 mm3 /min, at frequency of 35 Hz.

harnessed from the rotation of the tail with a net torque that is
approximated by

(| Tm ,x | − | Td,x |) Ωx ≈ 0.25τπΩxδ
2
bc , (11)

where Tm ,x and Td,x are the magnetic and efficient drag torque
of the rest of the physical stimuli acting on the robot with respect
to x-axis of the robot, respectively. τ is the ultimate-tensile
strength of the blood clot [29]. It is possible to approximate δbc
based on the assumption that the removal rate is relatively small,
and the helix removes the material in small fragments during
its rotation with respect to x-axis of the robot. Based on the
principle of conservation of momentum, the work done by the
tip of the rotating tail is equal to the work done by the removed
material. Under the assumptions that the removed material with
infinitesimal volume is cylindrical in shape, and the fracture
strength is the maximum measured ultimate tensile strength, we
can approximate δbc using

δbc =

⎧⎨
⎩

min
(

2
√

|Tm , x |−|Td , x |√
πτ rh

0.5rt

)
, ifxbc < rxtip

0, xbc ≥ rxtip
(12)

where rh and rt are the radii of the helix and tail, respectively.
Further, and xbc and rxtip denote the position of the blood clot
and position of the tip of the tail, respectively, along x-axis of
the channel (xch ). The conservation of energy in terms of work
done on small volumes of soft-tissue is used for modeling and
characterization of local cutting and puncturing as presented in
[30], as opposed to finite element analysis used to compute soft-
tissue behavior under fracture conditions [31]. This penetration
depth prediction leads to the following fretting force and torque
on the robot:

⎛
⎜⎝
ff ,x

ff ,y

ff ,z

⎞
⎟⎠ =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

(
kbcδbc + bbc

{
dδb c
dt , if dδb c

dt > 0

0, dδ
dt ≤ 0

)
nbc

− | Tf ,x | n t , y (t)
rh

− | Tf ,x | n t , z (t)
rh

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠.

(13)

Here ff ,x , ff ,y , and ff ,z are the fretting force components along
x-, y-, and z-axis of the robot, respectively. Further, Tf ,x is the
fretting torque exerted on the robot with respect to x-axis, and
is given by

⎛
⎜⎝
Tf ,x

Tf ,y

Tf ,z

⎞
⎟⎠ =

⎛
⎜⎝

−sgn(Ωx)πτrhδ2
bc

rc,z ff ,x − rc,xff ,z

rc,xff ,y − rc,y ff ,x

⎞
⎟⎠, (14)

where nbc is the surface normal of the blood clot. Ff and Tf

vectors (similar to Fc and Tc) represent force constraints to
prevent the robot from moving beyond the point of contact.
In (12), nt,y (t) and nt,z (t) are the components of the surface
normal of the blood clot contact at the rotating tip of the tail
in the robot frame of reference denoting the fretting direction,
whereas nt,x(t) is assumed to be −1 in the robot frame of
reference denoting the direction of penetration into the blood
clot. The surface normal components nt,y (t) and nt,z (t) of the
tail are also computed as follows:

(
nt,y (t)
nt,z (t)

)
=

(
− cos

(
π
2 − arctan (rc,z (t), rc,y (t))

)
− sin

(
π
2 − arctan (rc,z (t), rc,y (t))

)
)
,

(15)
where the negative sign is due to chirality. The material prop-
erties kbc and bbc are approximated by considering that the
overall system must be over-damped to eliminate undesirable
oscillations

kbc =
| Fm | − | Fd |

δbc
and bbc = 2χ

√
mrkbc , (16)

where mr is the mass of the robot, and χ denotes the damping
tuning for the blood clot contact.χ is modeled by approximating
the non-Newtonian behavior of the clot with a nonlinear velocity
relation, i.e., χ = χ0 + exp(χ1Ωx), similitude to the variation
of viscosity of fluids under high pressure [32]. According to
RFT, impact power of the tip of the tail increases with the
square of the actuation frequency, which increases the local
viscosity nonlinearly. Finally, the location of the clot is updated
at each time-step using position dependent normal distribution
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Fig. 5. A representative experiment of dissolution of a blood clot using full
dose of streptokinase (1,500,000 I.U.) at flow rate, Uch = [10 0 0]T ml/hr.
The blue arrow indicates the direction of the flow. The dissolution rate of the
clot is −0.19 mm3 /min in this trial. At time, t � 20 minutes, formation of fluid
channels (white dashed lines) inside the clot is observed.

function, ψ(r), to simulate the material removal as follows:

xbc(t+ dt) = xbc(0) + sgn (ux)
ψ(r)
D2

ch

∫ t+dt

0
rhδ

2
bc | Ωx | dt,

(17)
where xbc(t) and xbc(0) are the positions of the blood clot at
time t and the initial position of the clot, respectively. ux is the
velocity of the robot along x-axis in its frame of reference. Fur-
ther, we map the one-dimensional prediction of material removal
into three-dimensional prediction based on the preliminary sim-
ulation results as the robot does not remove material from a
single location (Fig. 4). In (17), ψ(r) is a normal distribution
function and is given by

ψ(r) =
1√

2σ2π
exp−

(
2 r
D ch

−η
)2

2 σ 2 κ, (18)

where σ is the standard deviation and η is the location, i.e.,
center of the channel, where the maximum cumulative material
removal is expected, and r is the radial position of the robot
in the channel. κ is the weighing function, which is based on
the location of the tip of the rotating tail, handling each of the
four quadrants of the channel cross-section separately to obtain
accurate distribution. We begin by simulating the rubbing
behavior by solving the equation of motion (4), and obtain the
rigid-body velocity vectors of the robot. Initially, the robot is
assumed to be parallel to the longitudinal axis of the cylindrical
channel and is concentric with the cross-section. Fig. 4 shows
the rubbing behaviour of the robot against the blood clot. We
allow the applied magnetic field of the two rotating permanent
magnets to exert magnetic force and torque based on (3). This
magnetic actuation is responsible for defining the swimming
direction of the robot along x-axis. As one would expect, the
contact between the robot and the clot constrains the motion
of the robot along x-axis [Fig. 4(a)], and causes the robot to
drift towards the wall with time, as shown in Fig. 4(b). Fig. 4(c)
shows the components of the velocity of the robot during
rubbing. The robot exhibits oscillatory motion along y- and

Fig. 6. A representative experiment of mechanical rubbing against a blood
clot using a helical robot. The rubbing is done in the presence of flow rate,
Uch = [10 0 0]T ml/hr of phosphate buffered saline. In this trial, the removal
rate of the clot is −0.885 mm3 /min at frequency of 35 Hz. Please refer to the
accompanying video.

z-axis, whereas the net displacement along x-axis is negligible.
Our simulation also allows for the calculation of the removal
rate of the clot based on (12), (13), (14), and (17). The removal
rate is calculated at 26 frequencies of the rotating dipole
fields, and maximum dissolution rate of −0.834 mm3 /min is
observed at frequency of 35 Hz. We attribute the existence of
an optimal rubbing frequency before the step-out frequency
of the robot to the presence of flow against the motion of the
robot and the increased damping during rubbing at relatively
high frequencies.

III. IN VITRO VALIDATION OF RUBBING AGAINST

BLOOD CLOTS

The dissolution and removal of blood clots are experimentally
investigated using two distinct groups, i.e., dissolution using
full dose of streptokinase (Group 1) and mechanical rubbing
(Group 2). In each trail, the clots are prepared and inserted
into catheter segments. Venous blood is drawn from two donors
(male 26 years and female 24 years) into a vacutainer with-
out anticoagulant. Local Institutional Ethical Board approval is
obtained for the preparation protocol of the blood clots, and
donors gave written informed consent. Blood clots are pre-
pared based on the well-known protocol proposed by Hoff-
mann and Gill [33], with length and diameter of 7.5 mm and
4 mm, respectively. The ultimate tensile strength of the clots
is approximately 1 × 103 Pa. The clots are contained inside
segments that are mounted between two rotating permanent
magnets to exert magnetic torque on the dipole of the heli-
cal robot. The robots are fabricated using an aluminum spring
(length, diameter, and pitch of 2.2 mm, 346 μm, and 580 μm,
respectively). This spring is attached to a cylindrical NdFeB
magnet with a magnetization vector oriented perpendicular to
the spring axis. It is likely that the robot will be fabricated
using bio-degradable or bio-absorbable material instead of the
aluminum spring used in this study. Nevertheless, our hydrody-
namic model is relatively general and can be modified to study
bio-degradable robots. The size of the clots is measured using
our morphological filtering algorithm [18] throughout the dis-
solution or the rubbing. Initially, we measure the weight of the
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clot (0.11 gm) and calibrate our algorithm based on the geom-
etry of each clot. The size of the clot is calculated off-line
from the recorded video images using a camera (avA1000-
120kc, Basler Area Scan Camera, Basler AG, Ahrensburg, Ger-
many) to observe the xz-plane and a Sony XCD-X710 (Sony
Corporation, Tokyo, Japan) FireWire camera to assist in con-
structing the volume of the clot [26]. All experimental trials
are done in the presence of a flow rate of 10 ml/hr. This flow
rate is devised based on the administration and infusion rates
for adult patients (maximum flow rates in small arteriole, cap-
illaries, and venule are approximately 0.25 ml/hr, 0.045 ml/hr,
and 0.00324 ml/hr). For instance, 10 ml of Streptokinase is
usually given intravenously in a 1-hour infusion [27]. The
flow rate is controlled using a dual syringe pump (Genie Plus,
GT-4201D-12, Kent Scientific, Connecticut, USA). We begin
by comparing the chemical lysis using streptokinase (1,500,000
I.U.) to rubbing using the robot.

A. Group 1: Dissolution Using Full Dose of Streptokinase

During the process of blood clot formation, activated platelets
convert circulating prothrombin into active thrombin, which
in turn activates fibrinogen into fibrin. A polymeric three-
dimensional network of fibrin fibers is then formed, which rep-
resents the final step in blood coagulation. Streptokinase is an
enzyme secreted by several species of streptococci bacteria that
work by converting fibrin-bound plasminogen to plasmin, a nat-
ural fibrinolytic agent which breaks down fibrin contained in
the clot leading to clot lysis. In this group, the dissolution of
the clot is achieved under the influence of streptokinase, at flow
rate of 10 ml/hr, as shown in Fig. 5. The volume of the clot
is calculated throughout a lysis period of 40 minutes. In this
representative trial, the initial and final volumes are calculated
to be 94.24 mm3 and 91.99 mm3 , respectively. The measured
dissolution rate is −0.19 mm3 /min. Furthermore, formation of
fluid channels inside the clot is observed after approximately
20 minutes of streptokinase injection. The average dissolution
rate is −0.17 ± 0.032 mm3 /min (n = 6).

B. Group 2: Mechanical Rubbing Against Blood Clot

Now we turn our attention to the influence of the mechanical
rubbing on the removal rate of the blood clot (Fig. 6). The heli-
cal robot is propelled along x-axis towards the clot and against
similar flow rate to that used in the chemical lysis experiments
(10 ml/hr). Two rotating magnets (R750F, Amazing Magnets
LLC, California, U.S.A) are used to actuate the robot, as shown
in Fig. 2. Each permanent magnet (NdFeB) has diameter and
length of 19 mm and 19 mm, respectively, with axial magnetiza-
tion. The permanent magnet generates magnetic field of 0.552 T
on its surface. The two permanent magnets are rotated and the
linear speed of the robot is measured to be 15 mm/s, at frequency
of 35 Hz. The step-out frequency of the robot is experimentally
measured to be 67.3 Hz, and we observe a linear increase of the
swimming speed versus the angular frequency of the rotating
permanent magnets within this range. Therefore, the particular
choice of the actuation frequency affects the swimming speed,
i.e., the approaching speed to the clot, before the rubbing be-

Fig. 7. Chemical lysis and mechanical rubbing of blood clots are tested on
clot with initial volume (v0 ) of 94.24 mm3 . The zero-input response indicates
that the clot does not undergo any change in its size. The lysis is done using
streptokinase, at flow rate of 10 ml/hr. The dissolution rate of the lysis is
−0.19 mm3 /min in this trial. The rubbing is done at 35 Hz and 40 Hz, and flow
rate of 10 ml/hr. The dissolution rate of the rubbing is −0.885 mm3 /min and
−0.315 mm3 /min at 35 Hz and 40 Hz, respectively.

haviour. The resultant magnetic field at the position of the robot
is measured to be 5.5 mT. The rubbing behaviour is observed
once the tip of the tail comes into contact with the clot. In the
representative trial shown in Fig. 6, the initial and final volumes
of the clot are calculated to be 94.24 mm3 and 60.65 mm3 ,
respectively, after 40 minutes of rubbing against the clot. The
dissolution rate at frequency of 35 Hz is −0.885 mm3 /min.
Please refer to the accompanying video.

Mechanical rubbing achieves higher removal rate than chem-
ical lysis, as shown in Fig. 7. The ratio between the measured
volume and the initial volume (v/v0) of the clot is measured
at every time instant during the lysis and rubbing. We measure
the volume ratio (v/v0) in the absence of lysis and rubbing
(zero-input response). This response shows that the clot does
not undergo any change in its volume throughout the lysis or
rubbing period (Fig. 7). The measured volume during lysis and
rubbing exhibits noise due to the continuous chemical reaction
and interaction during lysis and rubbing, respectively. Never-
theless, the lysis and rubbing have constant rates of change, as
shown in Fig. 7. In contrast to chemical lysis, the removal rate of
the clot can be controlled via rubbing using the frequency of the
rotating dipole fields. Fig. 8 shows the influence of the rubbing
frequency on the removal rate of the blood clot between 20 Hz
and 45 Hz. The removal rate by the robot is almost negligible at
frequencies below 20 Hz [Fig. 8(a) and (b)]. Removal rates of
−0.230 mm3 /min, −0.885 mm3 /min, and −0.315 mm3 /min are
measured at rubbing frequencies of 30 Hz, 35 Hz, and 40 Hz,
respectively [Fig. 8(c)–(e)]. Maximum removal rate is observed
at 35 Hz in agreement with our simulation results. At and above
45 Hz, we observe negligible removal of the clot [Fig. 8(f)].

Material removal (fretting) phenomenon is affected by at
least two physical stimuli. First, the flow inside the catheter
segment exerts a drag force (6) against the robot. This flow
is essential to provide fair comparison between chemical lysis
and mechanical rubbing. Therefore, the drag force decreases
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Fig. 8. The influence of rubbing frequency on the removal rate of the blood
clot is investigated experimentally between 20 Hz to 45 Hz. (a and b) Mechanical
rubbing is not effective below 20 Hz due to presence of flow against the helical
robot. At these frequencies, the robot does not generate sufficient thrust to
come into contact with the clot and achieve effective rubbing. (c, d, and e)
Removal rates of −0.230 mm3 /min, −0.885 mm3 /min, and −0.315 mm3 /min
are measured at 30 Hz, 35 Hz, and 40 Hz, respectively. (f) The rubbing is not
effective at and above frequency of 45 Hz.

the material removal at low frequencies. Hence, the penetration
depth and fretting is not effective at low frequencies, as shown
in Fig. 9. Second, the non-Newtonian nature of the blood clot
affects the removal rate. Resistive force dictates that the veloc-
ity is in a linear relationship with the rotation rate, and power
of the penetration increases with the square of the velocity.
However, the effective viscosity of the blood clot under sud-
den impact should increase exponentially (or in an equivalent
manner). Therefore, the damping effect becomes dominant as
the frequency increases. This means that penetration decreases
as spring behavior becomes more negligible. Hence, once again
penetration depth and fretting becomes ineffective at high fre-
quencies (Fig. 9).

The deviation between the theoretical and experimental re-
moval rates is due to several aspects. First, we observe that
mechanical rubbing causes small angular rotations of the clot
in the direction of rubbing. Initially, the cylindrical area of the
blood clot is completely in contact with the inner-surface of the
segment, and hence the resulting friction force does not allow
for rotation or any mobilization of the clot. However, the size of
the clot decreases after rubbing for several minutes. Therefore,
the contact between the clot and the inner-surface of the seg-
ment is decreased and friction is reduced. Second, the natural
clot-to-clot variability in properties and original shape (during
insertion of the clots inside the segments) results in a deviation
between the theoretical and experimental results. The scatter in
the experimental data (evident at 30 Hz and 35 Hz) is attributed
to the clot-to-clot variability. Nevertheless, the optimal rubbing

Fig. 9. The rubbing frequency influences the removal rate of the blood clot.
Mechanical rubbing is effective within a frequency range of 20 Hz to 45 Hz.
Maximum removal rate is achieved at 35 Hz (inset). The magnetic field at the
position of the helical robot is 5.5 mT, and the flow rate is 10 ml/hr. The removal
rate is calculated using (11) to (18). The approaching speed of the robot is
calculated in stationary medium (phosphate buffered saline). The averages and
standard deviations are calculated using 6 trials.

TABLE I
COMPARISON BETWEEN LYSIS AND RUBBING AT 35 HZ. THE FINAL

VOLUME (v(tf )) IS MEASURED AFTER 40 MINUTES. THE INITIAL

VOLUME (v0 ) OF THE CLOT IS 94.24 MM3

Characteristic v (t f )/v0 Dissolution rate [mm3 /min]

Chemical lysis 0.94 ± 0.011 −0.17 ± 0.032
Rubbing at 35 Hz 0.85 ± 0.042 −0.56 ± 0.27

frequency of the experimental removal rate is in agreement with
the results of the mathematical model. The experimental results
do not show significant difference within the measurement error
between chemical lysis and rubbing at 20 Hz, 25 Hz, 30 Hz, and
45 Hz. However, the rubbing results at 35 Hz and 40 Hz show a
significant increase in the removal rate of the clot compared to
lysis under similar conditions.

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We experimentally show that mechanical rubbing against
blood clots using helical robots results in higher removal rates
than chemical lysis using a thrombolytic agent (Table I). Strep-
tokinase achieves dissolution rate of −0.17 ± 0.032 mm3 /min
(n = 6), whereas rubbing achieves removal rate of −0.56 ±
0.27 mm3 /min (n = 6), at frequency of 35 Hz. We also inves-
tigate the influence of the rubbing frequency on the dissolution
rate of the clots, and find an optimal rubbing frequency that
achieves maximum removal rate at frequency of 35 Hz. Our ex-
periments are also in agreement with the RFT-based model that
describes the locomotion of the robot in low-Reynolds num-
ber and the rubbing behaviour against blood clots. The model
and experimental results are valid for Reynolds numbers up
to transition regimes above which hydrodynamics will drasti-
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cally change due to inertial effects. This model suggests the
presence of an optimal rubbing frequency that enables the robot
to achieve maximum removal rate. In particular, the model pre-
dicts an optimal frequency as both low and high frequencies
produce negligible removal rates. The first is ineffective owing
to the excessive drag due to flow in the segment, and the second
owing to the increased damping at relatively high frequencies.

As part of future studies, we will investigate the influence of
mechanical rubbing with combination of full and small doses of
a thrombolytic agent. Relatively small doses of a thrombolytic
agent with a combination of rubbing might mitigate the side-
effects of the full dose. Our permanent magnet-based actuation
system will also be adapted to incorporate a medical imaging
modality to localize the robot and image the physiological envi-
ronment. We also need to use bio-degradable or bio-absorbable
material to fabricate the helical robots. In addition, we will val-
idate the influence of the tip geometry on the removal rate and
the fretting action on the three-dimensional network of blood
clots in vivo.
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